
quired only 1-22 as much water at the higher pressure. 
Against this is to be reckoned the cost and operation 
of the powerful pumping engines. accumulators, etc. , 
and the massive piping and plant, that is rendered 
necessary by the enormous pressure they develop; 
and also the extra care and more costly maintenance 
thereby involved. These latter items, however, are 
relatively iIlsignificant compared with the vast saving 
of water. This is shown by the figures of Mr. Gale, 
the water engineer of the city, who estimates that a 
customer whose bill is at present $350 will receive the 
same power for $200 under the new ,;ystem. 

It would appear that this system of h ydmulic sup
ply from a central station has long passed out of the 
experimental stage. The first experiments in this 
direction were carried out in D ublin, Ireland, in 1802. 
The development, by Sir William Armstrong, of the 
hydraulic press led to the laying down of works at 
Hull; and in 1882 to 1884 a large system was estab
lished in London, where it has proved a great benefit 
to the public and a complete financial success. There 
are in London 75 miles of mains, carrying a pressure 
of 750 pounds. This operates no less than 2, 300 ma
chines, and yields a revenue of $250,000. 

The plant of the Glasgow works is housed in sub
stantial stone buildings, on the top of one of which is a 
large iron tank of 200,000 gallons capacity. It consists 
of four large Lancashire boilers, three sets of pumping 
engines of 20u horse power each. and two accumula 
tors. Each engine will pump 230 gallons per minute 
against the accumulator pressure of 1,120 pounds. 
The accumulators have rams of 18 inches diameter 
and 23 feet stroke. 

The engines deliver into 7 inch main pipes, which 
have branch 6 inch and 5 inch pipes serving the main 
streets. 

Compared with other systems of power supply from 
a central station, this is probably the least known. 
Steam power, pneumatic power and electricity have 
all been tested on a large scale, the pneumatic system 
in Paris and the other two in many places and on 
varying scales. As compared with steam or electricity, 
hydraulic power has the decided advantage that there 
is very little loss ill transmission. The most careful 
methods fail to prevent a considerable condensation 
in the piping of the steam supply, whereas the hydrau
lic system, when worked at such a high pressure, must 
show an almost inappreciable loss of head by friction 
in the pipes. As a result of the small volume of water 
necessary for work at such high pressure, the flow in 
the pipes would be proportionately slow and the fric
tion light. 

There is no danger from rupture of pipes and escape 
of steam; and owing to the great thickness of the pip
ing, its useful life will be proportionately long. 

Compared with the electric supply system, the 
superiority of the hydraulic system isopen to question. 
It is freer from risk to the consumer, both in person 
and in property, and there is less loss in transmission; 
but the great facilities for transmission afforded by the 
use of electricity far outweigh the risk from fire that 
at present attaches to electrical wiring. 

The relative difficulties and expense attached to the 
distribution of power through a building by heavy and 
massive piping. or by electric wiring, are vastly in fa
vor of the latter. 

There is one feature of a hydraulic supply system 
that should be mentioned as giving it special value, 
from a m unicipal standpoint, and that is that it fur
nishes a powerful supply for fire purposes. Water at 
one-half ton to the square inch, o n  tap at any point in 
the streets of a city, constitutes a powerful fire protec
tion. Such water could be thrown to great heights 
and distances, and, as any one who has watched the 
hydraulic mining of the West can understand, it 
would tear its way quickly through walls and par
titions, to reach concealed fires, more rapidly than 
any opening could be made for it by the firemen 
themselves. 

It is intended to utilize the Glasgow supply for 
fire extinction. At the recent inauguration of the 
works, couplings were made and a powerful stream 
was thrown to unprecedented heights and distances. 
The tests were made in the presence of Sir Wi1liam 
Arrol, the contractor for the Forth Bridge, and many 
eminent engineers, and was considered highly satis
factory. 
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meter and will be placed upon the highest part of the 

I 
upon the wheel with the aid of a torch, without dis

midway, 65 feet above the lake level, thus carrying mounting. It is a curious fact that one of his legs is 
passengers nearly 200 feet above the general eleva- an artificial one. 
tion of the lake and plaza and giving a command- The Paris Figaro announces that the Emperorof Ger
ing view of all the buildings, the grounds and the sur- many has taken to cycling, and is having a track built 
rounding country. The wheel will be lighted by elec- in the neighborhood of Berlin, to which, however, 
tricity at night; its capacity will be about 250 people only members of the imperial family and their guests 
at each revolution. will have admittance. 

Mrs. W. D. Grant has secured from the Commissioner In some places it is proposed to tax bicycles to add to 
of Patents an e.xhibition of inventions of women. This the revenues of the county, and the only reason why 
will include about 125 models. It will be the first ex- they are not taxed is that the board of supervisors or 
hibit of women's inventions ever made at an American I 

other officers do not care to antagonize the large num
exposition. It will be separate and distinct from the bel' of wheelmen who are among their constituents. 
general exhibits of patents, which Mr. Seymour will The reasons advanced for the proposed innovation are 
make in the United States Government b uilding. that the extensive use of wheels has cut down the 

Mrs. Mary S. Lockwood has consented to deliver a business of liverymen and kindred lines, thereby re
lecture on "The Inventions of Women" on October d ueing the taxabJe property to an extent which should 
2L be made up by the wheelmen. 

The Department of Colonial Relics will be one of the It is said that bicycles have seriously inj ured the 
most interesting departments of the Exposition. sale of pianos in England. 

The Art Department promises to be one of the best • '., • 

features of the Exposition. Mr. Horace Bradley, chief DECISIONS RELATING TO PATENTS. 
of the department. has returned irom Europe with a United States Circuit Court of Appeals-First 

long list of works of artists of distinction. Many of Circuit. 

the leading artists of America will contribute works of WRIGHT & COLTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY VS. 
art. The work of picture hanging was begun August CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY. 
10. 

••••• 

Cycle Notes. 

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States 
for the District of Mas�achusetts. 

Decided May 10, 1895. 
A new contrivance has been invented to spot the Id . h J A rIC, .: 

bicycle thief. A steel spring runs down the rear post Art of Weaving Wire Cloth.-The claim of letters 
of the frame connecting with the small sprocket wheel; patent No. 239,012, granted March 15, 1881, to G. F. 
a key turns this spring, so that when the wheel is in Wright, for art of weaving wire cloth, should not, if 
motion the sprocket wheel hits against it, making sustained, be construed so broadly as to give a mono
a clicking noise which can be heard a long distance. poly of all the means for straightening or swaging wire 
When the owner wishes to ride, the key is turned back in the wire weaving industry. 
and th�

, 
sp.rin!',

falls against �h� inner
. 
wall of the po.st. Letters patent No. 239,011, granted Mar;oh 15, 1881. to 

The Kl-�l, or cycle �ourlst. s gu�, IS It ve�y effective G. F. Wright, for a sh uttle for weaving wire cloth, if it 
weapon agamst �OgS whICh delight l� worrymg cyclers. I presents a patentable device, does not cover all means 
A few d�op� of dll�ted aqua. ammon�a from th: nozzle of swaging turns of twist into wire, and the d�fend
of the KI-Yl gun will soon Inve the blCycle- chasmg dog ant's device covered by letters patent No. 299 895 
a �esson he will not be likely soon to forget. A small granted June 3, 1884, to G. F. Wright, for a sh�ttl� 
chp upon the nozzle prevents the escape of the um- for weaving wire cloth, in which old and well known 
monia. means are employed, does not infringe. 

The general superintendent of the New York State Under the doctrine that the patentee is entitled to 
Reformatory writes us: "The captain of the watch all known and unknown uses to which his invention 
at this reformatory makes his rounds within the prison may be applied, the public is entitled to all uses of de
proper through the main corridors, a distance of abuut vices covered in expired patents, and the discoverer 
one-half mile, on a bicycle, and we find it a very happy that old means will do a new work is not entitled to a 
sugge�tion. His trips are swift and noiseless and he 
is thus able to detect any duty defect o n  the part of 
the under watchmen." 

M. Reviere covered 523 miles ano10'29 yards in twen
ty-four hours on the Hum hpr bicycle. 

monopoly. 
If patentable at all, a combination of old means 

with improvement8 adapting it to new and non-analo
gous material and use, a patent will be IiIllited to the 
combination modified by the improvements. 

When inflating a tire should the rod rebound from 
the air pump, the air valve in the tiro3 to which the 
pump 13 attached should be examined, as there is pro- Photography In Musical Research. 

bably a leak somewhere and to continue pumping up The motion of a pianoforte wire when struck has 
the tire is only labor lost. been recently investigated by Kaufmann, whose paper 

It seems pretty well agreed that next year tires will on the sJ!bject is accompanied by a set of interesting 
be larger than those now in use, more tires will be photographic records. By vibrating the wire in front 
built 1% and 1% inches in diameter. It is probable o(a l�minous slit and throwing the image of it upon 
that the bicycles will have larger tUbing. very sensitive paper rotating upon a cylinder, a white 

A convenient way of tightening the chain is to un- line is traced upon a black ground. This line, which 
screw the nuts on the rear hub, to allow free moving is due to the interruption of the luminous slit by the 
of the rear upper brace. then pull the wheel out until opaque wire, exhibits all the motions of the particular 
the chain is to the desired tightness, then re-tighten point in the wire which is crossed by the slit. In or.1er 
the nuts on the rear hu b. to bring the plane of the slit into exact coincidence 

A curious bicycle has been invented by a resident of with the wire, an image of thp slit, produced by a lens 
New York City. The pedals, instead of acting on the with the aid of the electric arc, was thrown upon the 
wheel by means of a chain and sprocket wheel, al'e wire itself. Since the hammer struck the point photo
practically pump handles and force water to a water graphed, the motion of the wire was tracpd from the 
wheel attached to the rear wheel of the cycle. very first, the commencement of the vibration being 

It is stated that the factories which are devoted to the most interesting stage. Hard and soft hammers 
bicycle manufacturing in the United States now have were tried, the latter corresponding to those actually 
a capacity of 560,000 bicycles per annum. Many of used in the piano. It was found that the duration of 
the factories have more than doubled the size of contact is longer with feeble than with hard striking. 
their plants within a few months. It is said that As the force increases, the duration of contact rapidly 
the cost of producing a first-class bicycle varies from approaches a limiting value equal to that of a hard 
$25 to $35. hammer of equal weight. But the practically most 

There is a bicycle which is being introduced in Eng- important result was the proof that when a wire is 
land for elderly persons which is called a "bantam." struck at a point between one-seventh and one-ninth 
It has very low wheels. of its length, the fundamental tone has a maximum, 

The latest thing for the army is a cannon mounted and the harmonics are very feebJe. Hence a wire thus 
on a twin bicycle. The cannon itself is a steel rifled struck gives its strongest and richest tone.-The 
affair 34 inches in length, and weighs about 50 pounds, Optician. 
and is swung between t he rear wheels, resting upon ------._.H ...... ' ..... ------

• •• ' • the connecting axle, and is further supported from A Pin Machine. 

Atlanta Exposition Notes. above. The caisson contaitting the ammunition is Among the operative exhibits that will be shown in 
The Chief of the Department of Public Comfort has carried on another duplex. Four artillerymen equip a Machinery Hall at the Cotton States and International 

arranged with the Pullman Sleeping Car Company battery. They furnish at once the gun crew and Exposition is a pin machine. It is in two parts, the 
for three hundred sleeping cars to be parked on the motive power. first of which makes pins and the second sticks them 
railroad sidings in and near Atlanta. These sleeping It is reported that a septuplette wheel, which is 15 in paper_ This will be done in fun view of the visitors. 
cars will accommodate between 7,000 and 8,000 people feet 6 inches in length, is now being made in Europe, A slender thread of brass wir<l is started in Dne end of 
and the berths will be rented for $1 per night. The and will shortly be shipped to this country. Its prin- the machine. It is cut, pointed and the head put on, 
listing of rooms by the public comfort department has cipal use will be for pacing. aud the completed pin is dropped into a bath which 
been very satisfactory and includes apartments in some Beware of a clicking sound in your machine. 'fhe plates it with white metal. FroTJl this receptacle the 
of the handsomest residences in the city. chances are that it is caused by the balls in a loose 

I 
pins are dropped into a sifter, which carries them rap· 

The gates of the Exposition have been closed and a bearing, and this demands immediate remedy. idly to the sticking machine, where they are stuck in 
twenty-five cent admission is charged to keep off the A new record for Great Britain was made at Putney, regular rows in the paper, and a complete paper of 
crowd during the period of installation. England, on J une 26, by Mr. Barden, who made a pins is turned out. The mechanism of the machinery 

One of the interesting features of the Exposition will mile in 1:50f. is delicately elaborate. and it will be one of the most 
be the Phwnix Wheel, which will be 125 feet in dia- I A lamplighter of Elizabeth, N. J., does his work interesting exhibits in the Machinery Hall 
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